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When people hear the word “terrorism,” images of the chaos 
caused by large violent attacks and the horrific events of 
September 11, 2001 usually flood imaginations and captivate 
attentions. All of these events depict the very real threat of 
physical violence, death, and destruction perpetrated by 
terrorists against the masses. However, the power and utility 
of more focused and personalized terrorism tactics targeting 
key influential leaders remains widely unappreciated and 
undertheorized.
TAILOR-MADE TERRORISM:
The Potential Resurgence and Effectiveness of 
Personalized Terrorism Tactics Against Key Leaders
Summarized Recommendations & Findings:
Historical & Contemporary Examples
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Research Design:
An example flow chart of personalized terrorism tactics and force 
applied to a valued portion of a key leader’s life, designed to 
provoke an emotional reaction or desired behavioral change. 
Research Question:
Will terrorists and terrorist organizations use more 
personalized terrorism tactics against key leaders in the 
future?
• Define personalized terrorism tactics & 
present strategic logic for their future 
use: terrorists adaptions, targeting the 
masses is risky & the benefits of 
“correct” leadership targeting. 
• Counterterrorism successes in the post 
9/11 era & target hardening could push 
terrorists to adopt more personalized 
tactics against key individuals  - instead 
of targeting the masses.
• Technology & the power of media 
enable personalized terrorism 
tactics…the reality of fiction.
• Terrorists have a historical blueprint of 
successful and failed personalized 
terrorism attacks and tactics used 
against key individuals to learn from.
Enabling Technology & Powerful Media
CT Success & 
Target Hardening
 Awareness is Key
 Combating Personalized Terrorism Tactics:
 Protect All Aspects of Key Leader’s Lives
 Prepare, Rehearse, React
 Make the Situation Less Personal / Supporting Key Leaders
 Personalized terrorism tactics 
targeting key leaders could increase in 
the future if terrorists embrace 
pragmatic solutions to their current 
hardships, rather than blind obedience 
to extremist ideologies. 
